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ABSTRACT 
A discriminant analysis, analysis of maximum separa-
tion, and analysis of percentage of contribution of sixty-
four case referred firesetters and sixty-four e~uated, case 
referred n<mfiresetters to 1ental Hygiene Services and Child 
WBlfare Services, Department of s~cial Welfare, State of 
Rhode Island, partial~y confirmed the hypothesis that fire-
sett.ers can be differentiated from nonfiresetters by the 
psychelogical characteristics of ,impulsiveness, hyperact.iv-
i ty, enuresis, hostili1:y, thef't, destructiveness, hyperk-ine-
sis, and abnormal sexual practices at different chronologi-
cal, developmental stages of growth. Only a combination, 
disregarding individual analysis, of age groups five through 
seven, eight through eleven, and twelve through sixteen in 
toto, yield€d signif'icant (p L. .05) results. This suggested 
that firesetters and nonfiresetters develo.p, buth ;p.hys.1cally• 
ano emotionall,3, in accord with F,reudian psycb:osexual, devel~ 
opmental stages. The hypothesis tha't firesetters remain fix-
ated on an oral psychosexuaI, level o·f o<:.velopment was there-
fore rejected as was the suggestion that they are fixated on 
a more advanced phallic-urethral psychosexual level . 
The behavioral characteristic, impulsiveness, was found 
to be the only symptom in the total group which contribu'ted 
heavily (68 percent) to the maximum separation of fire-
setters and nonf iresetters; the other symptoms contributed 
less than 10 percent individually . The categPrical quest - on, 
1'what is a firesetter?" was concluded to be a meaningless 
q:uery in regards to the clinical application of differenti-
iii 
ating firesetters and n0nfiresetters and formulating viaole 
theoretical hypotheses concerning the psycho.d ·ynamie inter-
pretation of the act of firesetting . Psychodyhamic postu-
lations concerning the act of firesetting remain on a idio~ 
graph.ic level because ·or met·hoa ·ological problems, of which 
~-~~~ a~e inherent, in research for "ap l~e .d" fields. The 
literature was critical [ y reviewed in order to pFovide an 
explanation fer previous contradictory findings and to p·ro-
pose guidelines for future research in this area . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
I. INTHDDUCTiON 
The word, pyromania., ls derived ir 'jfil tlie Greek "fire" 
and "readnees." '!'he definitions of pyromania, pathological 
firesetting, and firesetting, the term which was used :Ln the 
prt;1sent study, can be regarded as synonymous when the focue 
ls upon underl 3 ing psychological attributes and dynamics of 
the f'ireset ter. Tradi ti:::msll,i, these concepts have re.ferred 
to an overwhelrn.1ng desire to l.n:pulslvely destroy objects by 
fire. As the review of the related literature wii.l illus-
trate, inconsistencies in the lnveatigatlon of and conclu-
sions frvm relevant studies have made l,he foriuule.tion of a 
more adequate psychological definition of "whEi.t is a fire-
setter?" difficult. 
Most, lf not all, investigations concerning f1re-
setting, wnile distinguishing c.haracteristics of firesetters, 
have failed to determine if other clinic or "normal" popula-
tions can be characterized by the same behavioral ayraptoms. 
also, the research procedures which were used in many studies 
reduced the -:::.radibility of reported results and subsequent 
generalizationa. 
While a tte,upta to delinea. te a psychological syndrome 
of f:1.resetting have met w1 th contradictory results, numerous 
hypotheses have been generated upon the implicit e.ssu.cnption 
. 
that the firesetter is a psyonologieal entity. The present 
study we.a an atte.rnpt to cli::ri.fy two basic aasuri1ptions: (1) 
firesetters can be distinguished from non1~1resetters, (2) 
firesetters are capable of being characterized within a re-
cognlzed theoretical framework, namely Freudlan psychosexual 
2 
development. In !:>rder to consider the above two a.ssunptlona, 
three basic questions had to be answe1•ed: (1) What are the 
chara.oteristics of' firesetters? (2) At what chronologlce.l 
and psychosexual age is the incidence and prevalence of these 
characteristlcs most common? (3) Can these ::haracteristlcs at 
different d.evelopmental stages of growth be of value in dif-
f'erentia.tlng f lresetters fr,).m nonf'iresetters? 
Kaufma..Yl, Heims, and Relser, 1 Lewis and Yernell, 2 and 
Yarne11 3 found that f'iresetters were characterized by impul-
siveness, hyperactivity, enuresis, i.ostility, destructiveness, 
hy:perkinesis, abnormal sexual practices, diffioulties in 
school (both so(:ial and academic), a deprived fa:1111al envi-
ronment, theft, lack of guilt, attacks of asthma, truenoy, 
and sleeple.ssnesa. At w~1ich psychoaexual or chronological 
age level a specific symptom was more likely to occur and 
how to interpret the findings in terms of theoretical orien-
tation, however varied among the studies. 
In the realm of ps·y,,:;hoanalytic theory, upon which 
most :i.nvestigations were based, the firesetter was thought to 
1 rrving Kaufman, Lora w. Heims, and David E. Reiser, 
"A Re-evaluation of the Psychodynamics of Firesettlng," 
American Journal 52.! Orthops:ychiatry, XXXI (1961), pp. 123-136, 
2Nolan D. c. Lewis and Helen Yarnell, Pathological 
Firesetting (Pyromania) (New York: Nervous & Mental Disease 
Monographs, 1951), pp. 282-287. 
· 
3Helen Yarnell, "Fireaettinrr in Children," American 
Journal Bl_ Orthopsychiatry. X (1940), pp. 272-2 1 . :,7. 
be either on a phallic-urethrEl or oral psychosex~al develop• 
mental level. Kaufman, Heims, e.nd. Reiser stated: 
'I'he developmental level "11hlch fire exprossas. ·•. ls 
primarily oral rather than phallic urethral. At this 
oral level of devel0pm1:int, the libidinal and aggressive 
enerfiea are relatively fused and undifferentiated ••• 
the anxiety a:-:socla. ted w1 th the passive dependent wishes 
or this oral st&ge 1s ~erceived in terms of dangerous 
disequilibrium and temperature sensations. The defen-
sive patterns associated with these fears utilize prlm-
ltlve HX1d diffuse motor kinesthetic activity (perhaps 
reminiscent of being rocked for cc.,..-ufort) expressed 4either as outwardly direeted aggression or hyperactivity. 
In contrast Podolsky related: 
rrrethral sexuality is expressed dur tng childhood 
1n various fire and water games. However, fire repre-
sents not merely the ennretic complex (urinary 1ncon-
tinance). It is also a symbol of sexuality with adults. 5 
Grensteln similarly expounded; 
Since Freud has shown that primitive man regards 
fire as analogous to the passion of love, then Freud's 
hypothesis that control of fire requires aR111ty to 
control urethral impulses seems warr&nted. 
4
.~sufman, Heims, and Reiser, 2.£• ill!.., p. 129. 
6Edward Podolsky (ed.), Encyclopedia E.!, Aberrations 
(New York: Ph1losoph1cal Library, 1963), pp. 473-474. 
6Alexander Orenstein, "stages in the Development or 
Control over Fire,• International Journal 9.f. Psychoanalysis, 
XX.XIII (1952), 419. 
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STATEMENT OF 'l'HE PROBLEM 
----- - - ----
The Problem 
Children, specifically referred to an agency because 
of firesetting, were investlgated in order to determine if 
there ls a pattern of symptoms or psychological syndrome 
which can adequately discrlminate firesetters from an equated 
clinic population of nonfiresetters. 
Subproblem 
The level of psychosexual development, as indicated 
by the presence of specific, manifested, behavioral ehare.c-
teristics,7 of both firesettera and nonfiresetters at each 
chrsJnologlcal, developmental level, preschool {five through 
seven), prepubertal (eight through eleven), and pubertal 
( twelve ti:~rough sixteen), waa evaluated in terms of phallic-
urethral as contrasted to oral theoretical interpretations 
of flresetting. 8 
Hypotheses 
l. Firesetters can be differentiated from a clinic 
population of nonfireaetters b-y t.he behavioral characteris-
tics of iwpulaivenesa, hyperactivity, enuresis, hostility, 
theft, destructiveness, .hyperkinesis, and abnormal sexual 
7The definitions of and justification f'or the use 
of the characteristics in the present study are contained in 
the subsection, Definition .2£ Terms, pp. 6-8, 
8see fiypothesis 2 on next page; also, Chapter II, 
section, Theoretical Interpretation ££. .F'1resetting. ;ip. 22-24~ 
5 
practices. 
2~ The f'iresetter ls bel1eved 9 to manifest behavior 
patterns which correspond with fixe.tion at the early oral 
ps7i1 chosexual st.ege of develop1nent~ As a res;1lt, the emotion-
al adjustment of the firesetter remains at a level which is 
too immature, being forced to utilize lnefficlent ego de-
fense mechanisms, to cope with inner tensions. The nonfire-
setter will; with these behavior characterlatlcs absent, 
progress, emotionally, more ln accord with Freud's paycho-
sexual developmental sequence ~~ereby yielding differences 
in emotional maturity, ego development; between 1~1resetters 
and nonf1resetters at the various chronological; develop-
mental levela. 
3, As the chronological levels increase (physical 
ma t1rl ty), there will be a greater difference between fire-
setters and nonfiresetters in regards to psycbosexual growth 
or, operationally, the presence of the behaviorel character-
istics • 
• SigniflcMce 21, !E!, Problem 
The problem of firesetting has been and is a serious 
socially disruptive ini'luence for two major reasons: (1) cost 
and amount of destruction involved; (2) psychological impli-
cation with respect to the f1resetter and his environment~ 
Cost can be viewed in terms of actual property damage, lives 
9
see Chapter II, subsection Oral Psychosexual Stage 
Interprets. tion 2.f. Fire.setting, !)P• 3~-~ 
6 
lost, and disruption of dally living for those involved. 
Psychological implication involves behavioral maladjustment 
of the firesetter whle;h can be due, in part, to a disruptive 
environment. 
In a clinic setting, establishing a reliable pattern 
of characteristics of firesetters will be useful for classi-
fication, _placement, and treatment purposes. Therapy could 
more accurately be oriented to the level of _;Jersonal1ty de-
velopment ln ev1denc6. The effectiveness of therapy could 
subsequently be eva.luated by the relative absence of pre-
vious., manifest ch,:rac teris tlcs. Indies. tions ::Jf the presence 
of these characteristics (syndrome) could also alert clinic, 
school, and cornmuni ty author! ties to potential danser and 
the need f'or e. thorough psychological evaluation of the in-
dividual in 4.uestlon. 
De!'1ni tion £?! Terms 
Pertinent literature, which is included ln the next 
chapter, was examined in order to ascertain characteristics 
of tiresetters as rel&ted to the problem, subproblem, and 
hypotheses of the present s~udy. The behavioral symptoms of 
impulsiveness, hypera0tivity, enuresis, hostility, theft, 
destructiveness, hyperklneeis, and &bnJrmul sexual practices 
were selected .tor di!'ferentiation of f1resetters and nonflre-
setters because of their observed lncidence and prevalence 
among flresettera ln previous empirical and actuarial re-
search and because of their s1e;ni.ficance in constructing and 
tree.ting various theoretical postulations and assumptions 
7 
concerning the psychodynamica of the firesetter. Since the 
study waa psychologioa.l ln orients. tion, charac teris tlcs we~-e 
selected which nlao were amenable to analysis by psycholog• 
ioal investigation. 
The applied definitions of these characteristics are 
relegated to the i1label:lng" aa used by psychologists and 
psychiatrists in their 0ase reports; it must be pointed out 
that the "clinical meaning" of symptoms varies a.m:.;ng individ-
uals and disciplines, depending upon an individual's frame of 
reference. 1O The definitions, stated below, are standard end 
can be found ln the glosse..ries of Abn :;rmal Psycholo;::::;r text-
books, such as Coleman, 11 or in most dictionaries. 12 
Impulsivenesp. Tend:ng to act without thinking. 
Hyperact:tvit;r. Increased activity (beyond the 
ordinary or norm}. 
Enuresis. Bed-wetting; involuntary discharge of 
urlne. 
Hostility. Emotional reaction or drive toward the 
destruction or damage of an object interpreted as a s::mrce 
of frustration or threat. 
for 10 see Cr.apter III, se~:tion, Source 9.f. ~, J.P• 
39-4<; ,11ethod of: control of this variable. , ,, 
11 Ja:mes c. Coleman, Abnormal Psychology~ Modern 
14..£!. (Tnlrd Edition; Chicago; Seott, Foresman, & Co., 1964). 
12
webster's Colleviate Dictionary (Fifth Edition; 
Springfield: G & C Merriam, 1946). 
8 
Theft. Act of stea.l.tng; specif., the felonious tak-
ing and re m;)v.:.ng of personal property, with intent to deprive 
the rig Ltful owner of' it; larceny. 
Destructiveness. Causing destruction; ruinous. De-
signed or tending to destroy. 
Hyperkinesis. ~oessive or exaggerated ,nuscular 
activit y . 
Abnormal Sexual Pre.etice. Pat} :ological deviation 
from the norm or us1.:.al (sexual behavior); (sexual) be ~.avior 
that is detrimental to the lndlvid u al and for the group. 
II. THE REVIEW OF RELA'EED LITERATURE 
II. THE RB.'VIEf~ OF TEE RELATED .LITERt. TURE 
The review of the related literature will be separat-
ed into three sections. The first section will explore the 
determ1na.t1on of che.racter1stics o;f f'lresetters from a. medico-
legal, psychological, and ps-ychiatric per:spectlve. This 
section wlll be subdivided into Medico-Legal History; Empir-
ical Studies Deter:nln:1.ng Psicholog1cal Characteristics of 
Firesetters; Psyct1latric Classification of F'iresetters; and 
Summary. 
The second sec tL:>n wlll deal wl th theoretical 1n-
terprets. t1on of firesettlnc. ~Lu,.iias utillzlng a Freudian · 
psyctoeexl:al interpretat:!.on ;)f f ireaetting will be oxten-
si vely reviewed in order to provide jus tifiea tion 1~or the 
selection of terms wbich were used in snd for the theoret-
ical position of the present study. 
The third section will discuss methodological in-
adequacies ,..;,f the above studies in an attempt to provide an 
explanation for the numerous controversies and lnisconceptlons 
wLlch abound ln the psychological evaluation of firesetters. 
The forthcoming criticisms are not intended to devalua.te 
previous research but are an attempt to determine the most 
appro9ria.te methods of investigating the problem of fire• 
setting. By thls undertaking, the methods of :research which 
were used in the present study were selected. 
10 
J:>:edico•Legal, Psychological, !lli!_ Psychiatric Classif'lcatlon 
and Characteristics of Firesettera 
- -
M.edico•Legal History. l The early def1n1 tion and c.las-
sifica tion of flresettere brought forth the question of respon-
sib111 ty of actions. Because the chz,,racterological symptoms 
which were attributed to firesettera implied insanity, a fire-
setter co ,1ld n.::;t legally be held responsible for :,is actions. 
Controversy arose concerning the establl!lhment of a lack of 
motive a.a the sole criteria for judging insanity and concern-
ing the justification for promoting pyromania as a clinical, 
psychological entity. The majority ::if pre-twentieth century 
litera~ure was devoted to clarlflcatlon of the terms, ln-
sa.nit-y and rnotivation, as they pertain to the flresetter. 
M. Marc, 2 in 1833, was the first to classify fire-
setters a.e "m0norr,aniacs." The term, 'monoreania,' previously 
wtis lntroduc.ed by Esq•.:lirol, a dlsc1ple of Pinel, who was 
associated w1 th the French. humanl ta .ria.n mov3rnent. Being in-
terested in cllissifice-.tion and treatment of the insane, 
Esq_uir~l descrL -1ed 'monomania' as u "partial leslon of the 
intelligence, emotions, or will, limited to a single object." 
'Insti:n~tlve mcnJmania,' which he introduced a.a a corollary 
concept, Wli.S ch~ra.cterized by "the ex;,reosi.on of s.n lnvolun-
1Much of t he following research in thls aect1on was 
translated rrom presently unavailable German texts and 
periodicals 1n Lewis and Yarnoll, .22.• ill_., p:p. 3-27. 
2 
M. Marc in~., p. 9. 
11 
tary 1r:ri.Jt1ble impulse." Using these concepts as a basis, 
Marc stated that all acts of firesetting, including those 
w-ith apparent motives, indicated the presence of monomania 
and therefore tbe perpetrator was lesally insane. 
German psychlatrists, such as Platner, Henke, Meckel, 
and Jessen, during this same period, agreed that flresetting 
waa a distinct mental disorder in which "the intelligence re-
mained unaffected, but the feelings and conduct become dis-
oriented." Henke 3 stated that there were seven variables 
which were necessary for the detection of firesetters: (l) 
pubertal ase equivalence, (2) irre[ular development, (3) dis-
turbance in sexual organ functioning, (4) symptoms of cir-
culatory distress, (5) nervous disorders, such aa trembling, 
spasms, and convulsions, (6) sleep disturbances, and (7) 
mood fluctuations. 
Kraft-Ebing 4 observed that many f'iresetters wore a-
bused servim t girls who were depressed, fearful, e.nd suffer-
ed from pubertal disorders. He also stated that these glrls 
had illusions and compulsive ideas which were characteristic 
of "childish, vain, da.ngerous, undiselpline::i individuals." 
Similarly Ray, in 1871, concluded: 
••• in the largest class of all, lt 4kiresettingJ 
occurs at the age of puberty and seems tOAfelt chiefly 
by the nervous system which experiences almost every 
form of irritation, varying ln severity from the slight-
est hysteria symptoms to tetanus, St. Vitus's Dance and 
epilepsy. When we bear 1n mind that general mania is 
3aenke in~., P• 12. 
4Kraft-Eb1n£ in Ibid., p. 12. 
12 
sometimes produced by the great physiological change lt 
cannot be deemed an extraordinary fact !hat partial mania 
or murder should be one of lts effects. 
In contrast to the abo•1e authors who believed that the 
flresetter is a distinct clinical entity and is not responsi-
ble ror ~is actions, Casper, in 1846, stated: 
It 1s a superstition and should be taken out of 
legal psychiatry. If f1resetting is present in an 
individual, there is a normal need to make the person-
ality felt. Those w1ihout a motive do so because of 
vanit-:; and obstinacy. 
He, therefore, suggested that "all cases with or without a 
motive" be punished aa criminals, unless clear evidence of 
mental disorder could be shown. Masiua, 7 in 1821, believed 
that all firesettera had a cri.mlna.l motive except idiots and 
mela.nctolics. Flemming, in 1830, reported: 
••• firesettlng resulted from such normal motives as 
hatred and revenge or that it was merely the accidental 
outcome of a morbid condi~ion in which case insoo :1. ty 
would not be questioned. 
Montyel, ln 1885, offered a compromise solution to 
the conflict over the motivational and de.finitlonal status 
of the firesetter. He µreposed that the firesetter c,e judged 
on a continuum from sane to insane, depending upon the symp-
toms in evidence. Montyel considered 
5 Ray in Ibid., p. 12. 
6
casper in~., p. 10. 
7 
Masius in Ibid., P• 10 
8 Flemming in Ibid., p. 10. 
13 
(1) the unconscious act of the idiot or dement; (2) 
the thoughtless act of the maniac; (3) the passive act 
of one hallucinated; (4) an act of logic with systematized 
delusions; (5) the perverse act of msral insanity; (6) the 
exuberant act of an emotional person 
to be non pathological in a legal sense. For }fontyel, true 
pathological firesetting was 'a symptom of a degenerated 
psyche. 1 
Baker, in 11392, questi,)ned whether the firesetter can 
be classified as an entity apart from inclusion of the phe--
nomenon within a more general framework of mental disease: 
No doubt is cast upon its existence, but a decided 
difference of opinion ia expressed as to whet her it exists 
alone without other symptoms of insanity ••• Pyromania ••• 
does not appear to be a form of mental disorder per se, 
but rather the outcome of prlmary ruoral insanity.10 
He went on to describe the typical firosetter as eJileptic 
and weak-minded, showing inferior cranial development, an 
inhibited rnoro.l feeling, and "an unscrupulous perseverance 
towards the tra.tification of their animal lnstincts." Prom 
these observations, Baker concluded that a firesetter is best 
characterized by: (1) youth.fulyess, (2) rural habitat, (3) 
abnormal development, (4) defective intelligence, (5) fa.,~-
ilial insanity or epilepsy, (6) disturbance of character, 
habit, and "feeling traits", (7) non____,deluslonal orientation, 
(8) non~motivatlonal crimes but possession of irresistible 
1mpul&6S to burn. He clarified his last chara.cteristlc: 
~Montyel ln ill£., p. 10. 
10 
Br,ker in .ill£•, pp. 12 ... 13. 
14 
When a ::notlve exists with absence of mental deran 6 e-
ment, the act s~1ould be regarded as criminal. The pre-
senee of mental aberration will indicate tl1at the patient 
is su1'ferlng from the inffni ty of pubescence ••• and is 
therefore irresponsible. 
Kannerl2 summarized the previous literature concern-
ing the classifica. tlon of fire setting. He rep·:irted that 
pyromania was .first considered .moral insanity and consisted 
of a seleci:,ive "ethical deficit," meaning a loss of' con-
science with otherwise normal development. Kanner quoted 
Grokmann's 1819 'ethical degeneration' and frichard's 1835 
•morbid perversion of the feelings, affections, and active 
powers• as representative of the early medical position to-
ward the ,syohologice.l d·ynwnics and classification of fire-
setters. 
K~pirical Studies Determining Psychological Charac-
teristics .Q!. Firesetters. The results of a recent pilot 
study, 13 1n 1967, suggested that firesetters can be distin-
guished from nonfiresetters in three age groupings, under 
seven, eie;ht through eleven,and twelve through sixteen. 
In the under seven age group, impulsiveness, hyper-
aclivity, theft, and lack of guilt signif'ice.ntly (p.-( .05) 
distinguished firesetters from nonfiresetters while in the 
ll.Ibid. 
12 Leo Kanner, Child Psychiatry (Springfield: Chr ... rles 
c. Thomaa, 1~57), p. 676. 
13 
Ira A. Smitii, ncharacteristica of Flreaetters," an 
unpublished paper subnil ttec. to Mental Hygl1:1ne Services, Dept. 
Soc. Welfare, State of R. I. in partial fulfillment of re-
quirements for a clinical internship in the Dept. of Psychol-
ogy, University of Rhode Island. 
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eight through eleven group, hyperkineais, lack of g1-.;llt, 
asthma, and truancy d.lfferentia.ted (p~ .05) flresetters from 
nonfiresetters. Flresetters and nonfiresetters ln the twelve 
through sixteen age group were distinguished {p <.05) by 
theft, hostility, truancy, and de&tructiven6ss. 
Yarnell, 14 in 1940, reviewed case histories from the 
Psychiatric Division of Bellevue Hospital of sixty fire-
setting adolescents and children of normal to dull normal 
I.~. The sixty cases were divided into two age groups, six 
through oiz;ht and eleven throuGh fifteen. Flndlngs suggest-
ed that the younger group was charEL::.terlzed by .9_pecial edu-
cs. tlonal disability, exe.:,1ple readin2;, depr: va tion of love 
and security in .irnme life, hyperkinesia, destructiveness, 
stealing, truancy, and running away from liorn.e. Sumrnarizing 
her conclusions: 
In our studies, we note that these children show the 
following characteristics: 
l. They bet .fires, with &.s:socia ted fan t&sles to 
burn some rriember of' ·the family who has either wi tbl1eld 
love from the child or become too serious a. rlval for the 
love of the parents. 
2. The .f'lres are made in or eround ti:eir own home, 
cause little damage and are usually put out by the child 
himself; significE,nce ia chiefly symbolic. 
3. The ehildren show other types of asucial behavior 
such as running away from home, truancy, stealing and 
gen\3ral hyperkinesis and aggression. 
4. Frequently, associated are learning disabilities 
or physical handicaps which further ham.per the child in 
its social adjustment. 
5 • .All children sl"cow acute anxiety and suffer f'rom 
14Yarnell, loc. ill• 
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terrifying dreams and fan~asies, including vivid attacks 
by the devil, ghosts and skeletons. 
6. All c;•dldren have some sexual conflicts and many 
tell of active masturbation, sodomy, or fellatio; type of 
activity does not seem significant. 
7. Eneresis was noted in only 9 cases and seemed 
part of the general picture rather than specifically 
associated wlth the fire motif. All of' the boys with 
strong passive components suffered with enuresis. 
8. A special group of children were or)ha.ns who had 
been placed in boarding homes but failed to make an 
emotional adjustment. 
9. Though our study is incomplete on the adolescent 
group, we find quite different mechanisms and rea.ctions 
in this e;roup, namely, t:1ey tend to go in pairs wlth an 
active and passive member, and set fires for excitement. 
Expressions of' guilt or a rich fantasy life have not been 
obtalned. 15 
1ne adolescent group was found to lack guilt over their 
actions, express little anxiety, possess aggressive tenden-
cies, have ,Jelinquent orientations, and be sexually mala.d-
.justed. 
Lewis and Yarne11,l 6 in 1951, investigated the case 
histories of 238 juveniles who were under the age of sixteen. 
The records were obtained from the National Board of Fire 
Underwriters. In compiling their data they found that de-
fective intelligence is not an important. factor in any of the 
juvenile age periods and that borderline intelligence is not 
a factor until the ages of ten and eleven when "this type of 
child begins revenge fires ar;elnst the school." The authors 
determined the pre-adolescent, e1[1;ht through twelve years, 
15 Ibld., p. 2d6. 
16 Lewis and Yarnell, op. ill•, pp. 27-46. 
17 
firesetters by the incidence mid prevalence of symptoms in 
evidence. In general, tLis group of firesetters aet fires at 
a t.i.me when feelings of guilt over sexual preoccupation was 
indicated. The rn.ajority of firesetters came f'rom broken 
homes, manifested sexual delinquency (after the age of nine), 
were truant, f'requently ran away, and c:mimited thef't. Enu-
resis, epilepsy, and encephalitis were f'ound in very few 
cases. The incidence b.nd prevalence of the above s:fmptoms, 
especially stealing and sexual delinquency, increased as the 
data from the adolescent group, thirteen through sixteen year~, 
was compiled. 
Kaufman, Heims, and neiser, 17 in 1961, investigated 
psychological variables which are r-ele.ted to firesetting by 
the evaluation of' case his tori es of thirtJ', late latency or 
early adolescent, boys which were obtained either froma child 
guide.nee clinic, a res:ldential treatment center, or a child-
ren's unit of a state hosJital. The research material includ-
ed, if' possible, social service interviews with the parents, 
psychiatric interviews, a standard psychological (Rorschach, 
Stanford-Binet, ';',echsler, Draw-a-Person Test) battery and a 
specially designed series of psycholos:ical tests (Heims 
puppet test, Kaufman drawing response test, three wishes, 
first meu10ry), observations by staff' memliers, and reports 
from schools. T"ne boys were classified in terms of age, 
17Kaufman, Heims, and Reiser, loc. cit. 
--
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final clinical diagnosis, other delinquencies, enuresis, 
somatic symptoms, raGe reactiona, and school and so~ial ad-
justment. The findings suggested that firesetters had a 
high prevalence of enuresis, difficulty in school and social 
adjustment, evidence of severe rage reactions, indications 
of chronic hyperactivity, difficulty in controlling ln-
stinctual drive~, assaultive tendencies, and traumatic home 
experiences. 
Psych is. trio Classit•1ca tion ,££ l<7 irese tters. The 
Americun Psychiatric Associetion's Diagnostic and Statisti-
.£!1 .Manual-Mental Dlaordera ~ Special Supplement .2!! Plana 
for Revisionl 8 has classified tne firesetter as "obsessive 
-----
Compulsive Reaction (40,4, oo~xos, 313); supplementary mani-
festations, Pyromania: setting fires (056)." 
In :present practice the fire.setter is fre ,.iuently 
diagnosed on a continuum from an obsessional-compulsive 
neurosis, to psyctiopa thic personality, to a psychotic dis-
turbance depending upon the symptoms which are manifest. 
The majority of firesetters have been claesif1ed 19 as suffer-
ing from some form of psychopathic personality or character 
disorder wlth or without psychosis 0 depending upon the de--
18 Diagnostic~ Statistical Manual, Mental Disorders, 
~ Special Supplement ,sm Plans .f2!:. Revision- Special Print-
ing, {Washington: American Psychiatric Association, Nov, 1~65), 
p. 85, ,J. 121. 
19 Louis?, TLorpe, Barney Katz, and Robert T. Lewis, 
The Psychology of Abnormal Behavior (New York: Ronald Press, 
1961); Coleman, 12.£• ill.• 
19 
gree of bizarre mental forumla tions elicited at the time of 
the examination. tt20 
Bleuler 21 classified firesetting as an impulsive dis-
order and agreed, for the most part, with the medico-lecal 
model that only partial, predominantly affective, disruption 
of the personality is ln evidence. He believed that various 
forms of fug,ues, neurasthenia, or co1;1pulsiveness may result 
from disordsred logical and associational thinking which 
accompanies ~1n unusual display of affect. 
Lewis and Yarne11 22 suggested that the repetitive 
aspects of firesetting indic2te neurotic sJmptoms of an ob-
sessive-compulsive variety and that the incendiary e.ets a.re 
a defense o.galnst "more feared snd taboo acts." They, how-
ever, posed the question of whetl1er the f'iresetter is neuro-
tic or schizophrenic: 
Where to draw the 11ne between a severe nnd compli-
cated 9sychoneurotic disturba.n,~e and early schizophrenia 
is always difficult. 'l'he same d:Lfficul ty {)resents 1 t-
s elf when the diagnosis for these so-called _pyro.me.niacs 
is c::>nsidered, and it is doubtful wt.ether an exact 
differentiation can be .nade, except in the extreme in-
sthnces. To SJme degree, all of these offenders mani-
fest schizophrenic thinking. It requires a schizophrenic 
type of condensation and symbolization to utilize fire-
20 Lewis and Yarnell, .21?.• ill•, p. 426. 
21 Eugen Bleuler, Textbook 2f. Psychlatrx (New York: 
Macmillan, 1924), p. 528. 
22 
Lewis and Yarnell, .2£• ill•, p. 426. 
20 
setting in the ritus.listlc f'as :ion ;)f theirs. T.:_ey are 
cruel, greedy, and grandiose in tl4eir t·antasies, wbile 
they feel that their real self is hopelessly weak &nd de-
fenseless and they are unable to integrate these con-
flicting evnluations ••• In ::nan:.r instances there seems to 
be more than just a. hysterical type of spl..i..ttlng in the 
personality, where the 'good' and 'bad' personalities 
function as alternate egos; rather it seems that the 'bad' 
personality becJmes permeated throughout the 'good' with 
generalized 1mpuls1vity ass. result.23 
Summary. The question of whether the f1resetter is 
a clinical entity wJiich can be identified by certain observ-
able, psychological and environmental, behavioral cha.ra.cter-
iatics has not been answered. French and German authors, 
such as Marc 24 and Henke,25 were lF..rgely responsible for the 
es tablis.: .,ment of insanity in court trials involving fire-
aeLtlng. While the Germr,n law was r0pealed in 1:351, the 
F'rench law, declaring the f'iresetter as insane, has remained 
in force, stlnru.lr :ting voluminous literature until the 1920's. 
Lombroso' s 26 postulates of pa tt .ological heredity and 
moral decener&cy e.s the reasons for criminality instigated 
a continuation of the French views on flresetting. An Atav-
istic orlentation and the concept of flcriminal insane" led 
Lombroso to conclude that firesetting WtL:I ..,he act of a 
mentally disordered individual who was either epileptic or 
a "born criminal" suffering from a psychotic process. 
231.£!.£.; 24,. , _ . - . r,.. Mare ln l bid. , 25 Henke in~• 
26 Ce~rn.re Lombroso, Crime, lli c auses ~ Remedies 
(Boston: Little, 1311). 
21 
Despl te the failure to clee.rl·y psyciiolo.:,ically class-
ify the .firesctter, attei.npts, Yarnell, 2'7 Kaufman et. al. ,28 
and Lewis et. al., 29 to determine charscterist1cs of fire-
setters have continued. These more recent investigations, 
tLough., focussed upon the problem of' relating psycholoe;ical 
symptoms to theoretical constructs concerning the underlying 
pS;lchlc dynamloa which are me.nl.fest in and the reasons for 
firesetting. 
The results of these studies wet a fate similar to 
those involving the medico-legal ~uestion ot' responsibility 
of individual actions. While Yarnell and Lewis et. al. did 
not find enuresis to be prevalent B.ID.,mg firesetters., Kau1'man 
reported the opposite. Smlth30 found that lack of guilt 
characterized firesetters up to tbe age of twelve but not 
older groups. In contras~., Levt.i.3 et. al. and Yarnell con-
cluded that all levels of firesetters suffered from a lack 
of guilt. 
In gene:i:•al., the four studies, Yarnell, Kaufman, 
Heims, and Reiser, Smith., and Lewis and Yarn.ell did report 
similar eharacteristics of firesetters from different popu-
lations but did not agree upon the age levels at which these 
27Yarnell, .2.e.• ill•, ;,;,. 272-287. 
28 K fm 1· ' - 1 it 123 l '"-6 ,.au an, 1e1ms, ana rte ser, El?.•.£._., pp. - .., • 
29 Lewis and Y&rnell., .2.E.• ill.•, pp. 27-46 
30 
Smith, ill• ill• 
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symptoms occurred, InvestiEatlons of indlvldual cases of 
fir-esetting, Goldwyn, 31 in 1929, Karpman, 32 ln 1955, Siege1,33 
in 1~57., and V'l'a.rner, 34 in 1932, have contrlbuted to the confu-
sion over this lseue. 
As a result of t,he controversy concerning the rels. tion• 
ship between observed symptoms whl.eh are a.sso;:;iated with fire-
setting and persons.llty dynamics, the formal,, psychiatic 
clasaifi~ation of firesetters, as prescribed by the American 
Psychlatric AssoclE, tlon, ilas not been applicable in clinical 
practice., Levvis and Yarnell stated: 
Different examiners ~la.ssifled w1:u, t appeared to be 
the Bffme type of mental dist,_;rbance as schizophrenia., 
iJysteria, 00:J~)ulslve neurosis, or psychopathic state 
with alcoholism., In the .final e.nal-ys r_s, the repre-
sentative fireseLter, who would formerly have been 
diagnosed as ,.pyromaniacs," does _present a com9llc&ted 
pers ,nality structure which combines a mixture of the 
above trends, with poaslbly one trend be]ng predomi-
nant, and is not adequately described by a s .~n;:.::,le dlag-
nosis.35 
Theoretlee.l Interpretation .2f_ Fireaettlng 
Forrnula tion of theoretical hypotheses concernin 0 the 
31 J. Goldwyn, "Impulses to Incendlarism and Theft, A 
Case Report," American Journal of Psychiatr.z, IX (1929), 
pp. 1093-1099. 
32 Ben .Kar_;;)ma.n., ttDr1::Hlm Life in a Case of Pyromania," 
Ps;tcboanalytic Review, XXXXII (1955), pp. 44-46. 
63 
Leonard Siegel, 0 Gase c:tudy of a Thirteen Yef'.r-Old 
Firesetter: A Gr,talyst ln tbe Growing Pa.ins of a Residential 
Treatment Clinic", Americ.&n Journal of Orthopsychlatry, 
XXVII (1957), pp. 396-410. 
34 a. L. ·t.:s.rner, "A Few .aepresent&tive Cases of Pyro-
man'.ia," Psychiatric ~11uartarly, VI { 1932), _pp, 675-(590, 
.:S5Lewis and Yernell, .2..E.•, .ill•, pp. 423. 
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underlying psychodynamics of flresettlng necees1tate the co-
ordination of known behavioral symptoms, which firesetters 
manif'est, into a logical coherent construct. The resultant 
construct must tLen be tntegreted lnto a tileor-y :..;f person-
e.li ty which seems best suited to rneP..ningi''illy ln teryret the 
collected data. Ball and Ltndze,-3 6 rela1A:,d, "Personality 
is defined by the particular e:;_:ipirical concepts wttch ara a 
part of the theory of pers0nality era.ployed by the observer.a 
This section will be divided into three subsections: 
General Interpretations; F'reudian Phallic-Urethral Psycho-
sexual Stage Interpretat.tons; and F'reudian Oral Psychosexual 
Stage Interpretations of F'iresetting. 'IIJ:le cha.ra.cterlstics 
of firesettera which were rep~)rted ln the previous section, 
Emplrica.l Studies Determining Ps;:;-chological Characteristics 
of l<'iresetters, will serve s.s the empirical definition upon 
which the theoretical assumptions relating to the paycho-
dynamics of firesettlng are based. Brown and Ghiselli 
stated: 
A hypothesis ls not valid until there has been an 
opportunity to test the theorems CassumptionsJ against 
tac.ts. It retains the dw.r.r..cte;:-•isti,9s of a guess un-
til Lac tue.l support is forthc: .. m~ing. 0 
Similarl.'i, Hall and Llndzey explalned the function of em-
36
calvin c. Ha.11 and Gardner Lindzey, Theories of 
Per:.hmal1 t~.,. { New Y:::.rk: Jor,.n Wiley, 1957}, p. 9. -
'3? Cl&.rence \'1. Brown and Edwin E. Chlselll, Sclentlf'lc 
Metll.)d 1!!, Psychology (New York: hicGraw-Hill, 1955), p. 67 • 
24 
pirical deflnitlons: 
The empirical deflnition~ ••• perm1t the ••• 1nteraction 
of certain terms or concepts within the theory with em-
pirico.1 du ta.. Tlius, b:t means of these definitions the 
theo1•y at certain pres~ribed olaces cvmes ~nto contact 
wi 1..h ••• observed de.ta. 38 -
General Intbrpr0tutions .2! Firesettins. Wulffen, in 
1910, found: 
••• pyr-0.nanin [ls J present in (;h.ilclr,m as a reaul t of 
a sadis"Lic motive, and a reaction to the attraction of 
light and warmth as erotic s::mbola. He pointed ~mt they 
sing, and donce bnd receive a pleasant sensation from 
fires with a desire to re~)eut the expe ience. It is 
more often found in puberty associated wl th vague sexual 
impulses. Sadlatie impulses are satisfied in destroying 
property. Of all crlm.inals the fir~setter has the least 
idea why :he c::nrrmi ts the act. 39 
Groas 40 believed that t:1ere is an explosive release of ten-
slons which can result ei+,h9r :n impulsive flresetting or 
murder. He, theref<.)ro, concluded. the. t individuals of this 
type require 0motor-tJpeu releuae of unbea.rr~ble tensions. 
Similarly, Heiss asserted that the fire13etter; 
••• Ls unable to rid himself' of the emotion the. t leads 
to tension, which is a.pt to unload in dangerous ways. 
The firesetter lacks pers .,nal courage, so fireaetting la 
a happy discovery for him. 'Where every motive seems 
lacking we find an analogy to the sexual perversions.' 
38 Hall and Lindzey, .Q.E.• ill•, P• 12. 
39
·frulffen in .Lewis und Yarnell, .2I?.• cit., p. 16. 
40 u&na Gross, Kr iillinal-2sycholor.1e ( Leipzig, 1905), 
TI'a..'1.sla ted by E.;:,re.ce k. Kallen under tb.e title, Criminal 
Psycholof~:Z ( Boston: Little, 1911). 
25 
'.Th.ere 1s alwc.:.ys a connection with the instinctual life. 41 
Tobben 42 found that alcoholic lntoxics .tlon produced 
either a eupLoric or a depressed mood .in whioh latent longing 
desiI•ea to set f lres &re released iind made conscious. 'l1hese 
incidents are brought about by an increase in self esteem 
and courage with a conse,1uent lowering of superego inhibit-
ing mechanisms. II Tobben f :_:rther suggested that youths sho u ld 
be vigorously taught 1:1oral etnics ln 0rdel:' to ins,Jre against 
future generations of alcohvlics. 
Monkemoller4S h~rpothesized that .flresetting enables e. 
person to clirec tly at tack others by means of' subterfuge. 
The act of fL:esetting is an attempt t0 gain recognition and 
is associated with deluslons of grandeur which psychotics 
manlfes t. The~e a,: ts occur ui.08 t f'rG;quen tly at the end of 
childhood when a desire for self-esteem through h 1)stili ty 
and sexual deeds is most urgent. Monkem.bller· also noted 
the. t the epileptic experiences e,rea t ::, tress, accornpanied by 
a hostile, aggressive, and destructive attitude toward life; 
these feelings usually culminate in firesetting eµisodes. 
<V;onken1oller concluded t:t.1.a t "all firesetters seek re-
fuge ln insanl t ·y." .F'iresettlns was not observed wl th in-
41 Heiss Ln Lewis and Ys.rnell, op. :;it., p. 13. 
"' 42., 
Tobten ln Ibid. 
43 . ,, l "11 n- ·~ ,. ,_...,_ l i d ,... .~ x. Ybmtemo er, ;.:.ur.,csyct1opa·c.uo o~ e es nrana.s-
stifters," Hans G£.2.!.[ Archlv fl!.!: 1f!:.1!uinal•Anthropologie und 
Krimlna.11stlk• XLVIII {1912), PP• 193-312. 
i 
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dividua.ls _;_n /manic exci tem1:mt, but was prevalent S...'Tlong melan-
1 
;l 
chollcs and /depressives where infa.ntile en11tlons emerge. 
h 
Steb~el 44 emphasized a "sexual root" as the major un-
1 I 
derlylng r~a$on for firesettlng. The "sexual roottt is di-
I r 
rected rev,ri~e ago.inst members of the illillledis. te .t'amll:-;. He 
rt I 
noted thaft a/ltLough it 1s common for children to play fire-
b .1 
man and rfe inter6sted in flre, this interest in fire is a 
sublima.t/~d /~eed and, consequently, helps form the "life 
r ; 
style" of /the individual. As a result, ;::te.}kel co·,1cluded 
that iri1pu#sive firesetting represents an inf'antile regres-
11 
/r 
sion; in//thia manner, children gain mastery over adults. His 
I i 
exa.d1ple, /ot case studies cl te enuresis as a basis for the 
I 
interes~/J.;)f children to bec,:.Jme firemen and depict unresolv-
/ \ 
ed oediju• complexes as the "sexual root" in situations of 
ri' 
.t'awilih-1 a\;t.sruptlon. Other "sexual roots" were associated ! . 
with,,khronic masturbators who either masturbated during 
'fl 
bur7l~g with destructive fantasies, used fires as a sub-
/ 1 
st}-tu\e for a.eta of masturbation, or used the fire as a 
1! I f~s lot inhibltine; the habit oi masturbation. 
/ Aschaffenburg45 concluded that epile>SJ', araun, 
I 
,nysti~lsm, eruel ty, and t,exual excitement are eorrela ted in 
I 
1 
44 Vdlhelm Steckel, (PyrJmania) Peculiarities ~ !!!,-
bavior~ (Bonl-Liverwrisht, 1924) vol. 2, library edition, 1943. 
45 Gustav Aschaf'fenburg, ,..:.rlme ~ lli H.epression 
{Boston: Little, 1913). 
I 
'1 
I 
l 
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some psychodynamlc manner but did not elaborate further. 
BychowsJ!i, however, found similarities between scl1izophrenic 
motivation and flresetting ln regards to 11e. discrepancy be-
tween real and psych.le imagination." 
All have this drive for liberation and they use fire 
in an effort to solve an apparently lnaoluable situation; 
the autistic ima6ination comes forward and seeks a motive 
in the' depths of the unconscioue.46 
Sehmid,47 approached t:be problem of f'iresetters fr0m 
a Jungian theoretic&.l framework. From his obse1-vations, be 
concluded,, t'irst of all, that epilepsy, was not as prevalent 
a:,iong flr'esetters as was originally t:t.vugh i. Enuresis and 
the impu],:sive nature of L,he act ;:,f flresettlng, because of 
the lerce unexpla ~ned incidence am::mg the f' iresettlng pop-
ula tL:m, - needed further study before adequo. te psychodynamic 
lnterpreta tlon could be a tternpted. 
0chwid b€ 111eved that revenge was a causative factor, 
...,, 
ther$'by accounting; fort.he hostility and destruction accom-
panying the firesettlng. He Ly;;,othesized, in a F'reudian 
framework, an •"me ,.)nscious drive for fire and lust as the mo-
tl va. t:i.ng force oehi.nd the act of flresetting. In normal de-
velo)ntent, this drive is subiimated, as are &exual desires, 
in the interest of society or p&,'Jchlcally, the superego or 
"eritlcal agency." 
46 Byehowsk1 .i.n Lewis i:ml Yarnell, .2£• ill.•, p. 19. 
4,7 
· Hans Schmid, "Zur Psychologie der Brandstifter," 
Ps:ychol
1
or;ische Abhandlungen, Bd. I. (1914), pp. 80-179. 
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Lack of satisfaction of the desire for fire and lust, 
interpreted in Jungian terms, would cause a backload of 
libidinal energy wbich would be .forced .Lnto previously used 
outlets. If held in unfavore.ble channels for long periods of' 
time, somatic s~/inptoms, including infantile irritability, and 
general tension statse may become manifest. Alcohol facili-
tates dissipation of disruptive libidinal energy by c~Jslng 
ttpsycholosica.l regression to ;nore infantile positions." 
Also, in accord with both Freudian and Jungian theory, 
Schmid interpreted fire as being symbolic of religious dreams 
and delusions. He noted Lhat pri:.nitlve man used 1·ire as a 
mystical, sexual symbol. He cited F'rcuu•s 48 assumption that 
these priml tive s-y-mbols were signs of· instinctual id impulses, 
whereas Jung related them to unconscious archaic images. 
Schmid went on to state that these images me.:;r come :,.nto focus 
if aggressive, symbolic acts, firesetting, fare the result of 
"damned up" libidinal energy belng released in prLnitive 
channels. 
Arlet149 agreed that the firesetter suffers v "deficit 
wi chin the superego." Karpman50 suggested, along wl th Schmid, 
48 See Che.pt. II, subsection, .Q!:!1 Ps·rchosexual Stap;e 
Interpretations £! Firesetting., PP•33-37 , for Freudian inter-
pretation of the Greek Promethean fire myth. 
49 s11vano Arie ti (ed. .• ), American handbook 2£. Psychiatry 
I { New York: Basic Books, 1959 J. 
50 Ben Karpman, "A Case of Fulminating Pyromania.," 
Journal~ Nervous~ Mental Disease, ~"XIX (1959), pp. 205-232. 
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that frustration due to a lack of attainment of a love object 
can redirect libidinal energy into the primitive manifesta-
tions of r.1ostlle, destructive deeds which are countc;rparts 
01' archaic symbols of love. Ka.rpman51 substa.ntla.ted· these 
views by reporting that firesetters frequently tend to re-
port dreams of magic. 
Rothateln 52 analyzed the Rorschach Inkblot Test of 
eicht pre-adolescent boys and concluded that these boys were 
ncharacte1 ... ized by a m.:..nimal oapaci ty for delay, 1'lu1d 
bound&ries of self, and a flue tua ting hold un reality'' or 
had a "sudden breukdown of compulsive and expressive de!'ense 
allowing for an acting out." He felt that firesetting re-
presented "the projection of inner tensions to outside forces 
and the atte1upted incorporation of the vitality of fire to 
overeorne feelings of inner emptiness." 
Schac __ tel also investigated Rorschach responses of 
flresetters and noted that obsessive-compulsive signs were 
not in evidence. 
lJ11r, ,.setter~ ••• are generally la.i ·,ile, impulsive, 
uninhibited, whereas in some oti1ers there ls a pro-
nounced d'lchotomy between a sphere of adapt.ive efforts, 
e. tte.-,1pts to meet the demands made on them., submission 
to au tliori t·.Y, and the sudden abandon of these efforts 
in an immersion into their e.f'fects ••• These 'Immersions' 
into an affect seem to discharge destructive lmpulses 
51
.aen Karp1nan, "Dream Lif'e in a Case of' Pyromania., 11 
Psve11,Qane.lytic Review, XXXXII (1~55), P.~• 44-46. 
-· _:..:t====-
52Ralph Rothstein, "Exploration of Ego Structure.sot 
Piresetting Children", Archives of General Psychiatry, IX 
(1963), PP• 246-253. 
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as well as to satisfy grandiose ideas.53 
Warner 54 stated that the impulse to set fires occurs 
in distress.rig situations which are relatad to sexual crav-
ings or affairs; ln t1-,is manner an association between fire 
and passion is indicated. 
Lewis and Yarnell summarized previous research and 
opinions concerning the psychodynamics of f1resetting. They 
con0luded that a variety of reasons e.nd emotional states 
can be expr..:.seed sy ,mbolica.lly ln the act of f'iresetting. In 
general, tLough: 
They [ firesetters] • •• had allowed themselves to be 
pres.sured into a state of tension and hopeless despair 
by an acou..'11:uJa tion oi' unhappy events, some of whlch 
might be fortuitous, and s ,-;ine the result of their own 
characteristic behavior .... it aL-nost seemed that just 
prior to the firesetting, there was a fear that if some-
thlng drastic did not happen, their wbole personality 
was going to explode and dieinteLrate ••• the firesetting 
usually came at a time of transition, when thelr feel-
ings about then1selves and about their external world 
were unclear. In such transitional periods, the usual 
defenses are weakened so tha. t impulses, p erha.ps re-
oressed ••• oan come to the 1 surf'ace 1 and even force 
action.55 
Phallic-Urethral Psychosexual Stage Interpretations 
.2f Firesetting. Freud 66 , 57 believed that the symbolic, 
53E. G. Schaotel, r.some Notes un Firesetters and Their 
Rorsehach ·Tests," ~.!!!! .£.£ Criminal .Psychopathology. V (lJ:43), 
p. 347. 
54 . Warner, 12.£. ill•; s5 ~ Lewis 8Ild Yarnell, 
P• 397 .. 56 Sigmund Freud, "The Acquisition of Fire," 
lyt1c. 9,uarterly, I ( 1931), pp. 210-215. 
op. cit., 
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r:.·7 0 Sig,.-nund Freud, 111ft1e Acquiei tion of Power Over Fire," 
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philosophical meaning ot: fire givea rise to a phallic-
urethral, psychoe.nal:;tical interpretation of the "cllnicul" 
act of firesetting. The Greek Promethean fire myth in-
volved the theft of fire in a hollow stalk from Zeus in 
order to enhance the culture of man. Psychoanalytical in-
terpretation involves a. reversal in man since he has the 
means of extinguis :.ing fire by the penis. A homosexual de-
sire to quench fire witb urine must be overcome in order to 
control lnstlnctive urses. The acquisition of fire was con-
sidered a crlme .in Greek myths and consequently power over 
fire by man indicates control or theft 1·rom the god or the 
id since lire is not extinguished by urlne. The renun-
ciation of instinctive desires bring feelings of L:ostile 
and aggressive im~mlses which in a later phase of psychic 
development turn Lnto a sense of guilt. Freud concluded: 
It ls as if ~r1roltive man had had the impulse 
when he came ;_nto contact with fire, to gratify an ln-
fant1le pleasure in res ) ect of it and put it out with 
a stream o1' urine ••• Putting out fire by urinating ••• 
therefore represents a sexual a.ct with a man, an en-
joyment of masculine potency in homosexual rivalry. 
Whoever was the first to deny himself this pleasure 
and spare the fire was able to take it with him and 
break it in to his own service. By curbing the fire 
of his own sexual passion he was able to take t'ire as 
a foroe of nature ••• rt is remarkable how regular ana-
lytic findings testify to the close connection between 
ideas of ambl tion, fire 1..nd urethral eroticism. 58 
International Journal of Psychoanalysis, XIII (1932), 
PP• 405-410. 
58 
~., PP• 409-410. 
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Fenichel concurreci \. i. th Freud, concluding that v1n-
dic tive impulses are formed into "urethral fixation." 
Tl1.e defensive purpose of the patholocice.l irnpusee 
does not exclude ifr,e possibility that they simultaneous-
ly bring a distorted instinctual satisfaction of a sex-
ual or aggressive nature. The way in wblch Lhe striving 
f'or security e.nd the strivine for instinctual gratifi-
(:ation are condensed with each other in what character-
izes the irrestible lmpulses ••• a characteristic irre-
sistibility, which is different .from that of normal in-
stinctual drive e,nd which ls cau.sed by the c9ndensation 
of instinctual urge G.nd defen~lve strlving.59 
Similarly, Orenstein related that F'reud's hypothe-
sis, concerning control of fires, necessitates control of 
urethral impulses and subsequently relates to a prlmitive 
passlon or love. Re stated: 
••• the act is a direct expression of aggressive hos-
tile impulses as well as libidinal ~mes. #hat is fre-
quently involved and what brings such people to author-
ities is that their control of the fire once it was start• 
ed, was l~ot sufficiently adequate to cope with 1 t. The 
ego of' ,:he fire-setter is not capable of deHling adequate-
ly with the rei:,11 ty si tue. t1on ••• brought about by the dis-
charge of his aggressive L,,pulses in the act of f'ire-
setting. 60 
The above hypotheses and assumptions in this sub-
section describe instinctual problems concentrated on a 
phallic, psychosexual level of development. Disturbances 
of this sort imply :lersonull ty functioning in a third order 
or advanced stage of psychic growth. The a:bove sta. ted post-
59 Otto Fenlc.bel. ~Psschoanalytic, Tlleorv of Neuro-
sis {New York: w. w. Norton, 1945}, P• :367. 
60 Grenstein, .212.• ill•, P• 418. 
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ulates, therefore, relate to psychoneurotic problems, such 
as obsessive-compulsive, hystierlc, or ;,hob1c states. Sadler 61 
stated, "most firesetters are compulsive neurotlca and have 
a habit of ~etty crime." Various researchera 62 have ta.ken 
the po~i t:i.on wldch La't'lt·ia et. al. has succ:'i.ne tly summarized: 
••• [firesetters] fear the potential strength of th 0 lr 
emotions and doubt their power to control them if they 
allow ·:hem free expr0ssion so a total innibltlon is atte,;.;.pt-
ed. To ,:10.inta..i..n such iru'1.iti tion is of c::mrse diff'icul t and 
p:-otec , lve rituals a.re developed e.s further defenses.63 
Yarnell concluded from studying the .fantasy- material 
of firesett,3r.s that a ,;-,ixt1Jre of azgrasaion, dest1"uctiveness, 
anxiety, and self panishment is present. Interpreted psycho-
analytically, Yarnell believed that these symptoms: 
••• [have] made it i;npossible for the child to ade-
4uately resolve his oedipus situation so that he carries 
over his sadistic. impulses wlth their accompanying anx-
iety ••• Children who set fires have suffered even more 
severely than the averace neurotic child and .find it 
necessary to use the magical power of fire to assist them-
selves. O.ften when first ad.m:l.tted to the ~-.osl">itnl they 
a.re in such a severe anxiety s ts. te that they mic'.)l t be 
called psyol1otlc. It is during t r, is period that they dis-
cuss their hatreds and aggressive fantasles ••• 64 
~ :i?sychosexual f .tap;e Interoreta tions 91_ Piresettlnr·. 
61William Sadler, Mental Mis:::hief ~ Emotional .22!1-
fllcta (:t. Louis: c. v. Mosby, 1947), p. 330. 
62 Tobben; Arie ti; ~;'.chmid; Rothstein, .2.E.• o1 t.; also 
see Cha~t. II, subsection, "?syclliatric Classifica.Uon 2f. 
Firesetters, pp. 18-20. 
63 Lewia and Yarnell • .22• cit., p. 3~9. 
64y 11 it 2a~. arne , .2£• .£.._., p. v 
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Yarnell, in the preceding s-ul>sectiQn_, while che.racterizlng 
the firesetter on a phallic-urethral level, still found that 
psy-chot1c or similar processes e.re manifest in the f'iresetter. 
Sin1th 65 concluded that aince enuresis and abnormal sexual 
practices are believed to be evidence of disturbance 0n the 
more advanced phall1c-uretl1ral level of devalo~::,ment and the 
signifioant distinguishing characteristics between fire-
setters and non.flresetters, found ln his study, 1.1re believ-
ed to be related to the oral peycl1osexual development level, 
the flreaetter functions on a very immature e"wtional level, . 
indicat.i.ng prit:r'.:. tive eco tlevela;na.ent. 
Sp itz, 6 6 belie·vacl ~-hat the behavior pat terns which 
characterize i"'lre~)e tters are related to int'an tile hom~os ta. tlc 
coping meciumlsms. :.::enaationa of thir8t, touch, te-:npers.ture, 
hunge1•, etcetera gl ve rise to tens.ion s ta tea which nru.s t be 
alleviated if :maturational progression 1a to be a.ttalned. 
Spitz reported that these same states can occur in children 
and adults when extreme pressure, anxiety, or stress :;>roduces 
psychic reg~esslon. 
65 s itl m _1, 
66 Rene A. Spitz, "The .i.;lrlmal Cavity: A Contrlbu tion 
to the Genesis of :>erception and Its Role for t' s_ychoanalytic 
Theor-y, 0 ~ e:qchoans.lytic ::::tudy .2f. the Child, X (1955), 
PP• 215-240. 
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Otl~or au ti.ors 67 have l:nsim.m ted th&. t infEu1 tile regres-
alon with &ccompanyin& disequ:!.li briu.m ::.n sens a. tions occ.urs 
a.rn.ong firesatte1•s. Lewis und. Yarnell stated: 
C! ,.lld.ren tJelieve in animism, i. o. they feel an 'e_ t-
oneness' wlth tbe elemental forces, endow inanimate ob-
jec;t3 wlth a llvlns sJu:i. and l:elieve that th1·oucb marlc 
thinldng they can cm?llllunloa te wl th and c.:mtrol such 
forces. Tliey derive plea::mre from ltStchlng t;he display 
of elemental phenomena such as r&in, wind, or fire. In 
tLelr es.1·lies t !d::.t~n:1~.:ts to acquire h,·•nowled_,,e the:r µ&&s 
through an investigative perlod in which they experi-
ment with ws.tcr', d.i.rt, 9ai..terns of motor activity, 
dest.ructL>n and reasse111.bling; all these directed toward 
testinb tl,eir own power and to determlne llow the;,' ~1'-h:f 
derive s:::. tisfa.r~ tion from the natural forces t,nd learn to 
control t.i:1em ••• Flre doss .indeed u;:;peL:-.r as a wond,:.-rful 
ma[;lc force to a small child, for 1 t sh JWS color, warmth, 
motion, appehr-s i"rum nowi1ere, is ublc to expand with a-
mazing r~,pid1 tJ, and can still be extinbuished by a 
breat11.6d 
defenses and l~vel oi' lni;i t-lnc ~ual d&velo1iment '.)f the fil•~-
setu,r t::.re not. on iiS adv!::.noed a l~vel o"!: per;;;:.mali ty develop-
the neurosis;" rather ego lel .. enses and ins tlnc tual lcw;:;l were 
on the prlma.ry- oral psycliosexual level which ls wl thin the 
character dlsorder-psJc:.:otlc range of dlstr.rbance. Jf the 
thirtJ boys in t:-..e study, ei,_):1 t were diagnosed as ":?rimary 
conduct disorder~," eleven torderllne risycr.Jtlc, and eleven 
67 Wulff en; tltc>nkem~ller; Steckel; Bychowski; to some 
extent, Sch.mid, lo~. ill• 
68 
Lewis und Yarnell, .2£.• cit., p. 283. 
69 
Kaufman, Heim.s, and Reiser, op • .ill•, pp. 123-136. 
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psychotic. 
t.aufman et. al. related their psschodynamlc constructs 
to three psychoanalytic areas . .,f investigation: ( l) level of 
instinctual development, (2) ego mechanisms, (3) object re-
lationships. They found that nfiresetters demonstrated anx-
iety related to their preoccupation with ••• sensationa of the 
oral stage." '11hey further ste.1..-eds 
They [firesetters] are unusually hyperactive. In in-
terview and testlng material the predominant themes re-
volve around bodily sensatlJns of warmth and coldness, 
thlrst and wetness, dryness or loss of balance. Their sen-
sory percepts are fused with their description of the en-
virorunent in terms of bodily sensations.70 
In terms of ego mechanisms, Kaufman et. al. reported 
that firesetters .fear bein.:.~ destroyed by their inner stresses. 
Initially, they atte.npt to co:)e with ••• fantasied dan-
Ler by denial ~nd flight. They may eubaequently endeavor 
to deal witL the destruetive force of' their anxiety by 
externalizing 1 t when they set the fire whL!h des troys. 
Ttms they tra.nsform tLe experience of beins helyless in 
the face of overwheL,J.. ng danger to .,ne of a ttem;)t at ac-
tl ve :mast,..ry. The ego not )nly utilizes the above de-
fenses of denla.l, flic.ht, and transformation or pa.:;.sive 
to active pos.itlon, tut also uaes the mechanism of iden-
tification with the aggresaor.71 
They subsequently related these dynamics to external object 
relations: 
These --.:.ri Lldren express the concept the. t they are in 
great dEi.nger of being destroyed by their inner tens.Lons. 
They ind1cH-te that they have been deserted, and fE:el un-
able to cope w 1th trie 1joten ti ally overwhelming force 
70 1.!?.!.£., p. 129. 
71 Ibld., p. 132. 
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of tLeir instinctual drives. They frequently express this 
tension in terms of burn~ng up. The concepts about fire 
represent the condense. tion :Jf these component parts: 1. e., 
the dangers associated with the lnner tensLons e.risine 
from their un1net needs; externalization of the destructive 
force of d:1ese tensions whi~h transforms this dHnger from 
one passively experieneed to -:,ne a,tively mastered; and 
the wlsh for restitutlon of ::.he lost 0a.rent. wb,::; will meet 
these needs. 72 ~ 
Flresetters feel that they have been d0seI•ted, an aggressive 
act agalnst tbe:n.::.elves, therefore the;i attempt by fire to 
reunite the separated i'aE,llial ties and identify wi tn the 
aggressor in a. passive :nanner. 
Critical Discussion of Previous Literature. To re-
------- ------ - -----
i tez•ate and elaborate upon previous ats.tements,'73 the above 
cited ::i t1.1dies s.nd t.teoretlcal for.mule. tions in this chapter 
did, for t,he :,ost pa.rt, adequately discuss and determlne ::·e-
havioral characteristlcs ~f firesetters rut failed to co-
ordinate the various flndlnga into a meanlncful, valid, re-
liable, dynamic, "cl.Lnics.1" description of a f ireset ter. 
Most studies did not allow for further lnvestiga.tlon bec.ause 
their assumptions, constructs, and statements ,.,ere ambiguous, 
unverified by empirical research, naturalistic in observatlon, 
or reported wi t,,out s9eclfying inethodolot-·ical procedures w::dch 
W<:;r-::, ,1tLlized in the analysls of the collected material. 
The slL,nificanoe of ,hese f'.',.ndings was also hindered 
by a failure to use control gr:..mps in order to determine if 
72 1,lli., ;;,. 135. 
'
73
~:ee Chapter I, PP• l-3, 
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the behavioral sy1nptoms wllich are characteristic of '..-he fire-
setter can also be at tr i bu ted tu 0 ther "norrriB.l" or clinic 
po~1ula tions which do not set .fires. Bece.use there have not 
been firesetter and non!'iresetter co,nparimons, sta tlstioal 
analysis has not been applied beyond percentage of occurence 
of s,_, ::1ptoms am.mg firesetters. 
As &. result .)f attetnpting to analyze the accumult 1.ted 
date relating to varlous aspects of the act of firesett ~ng 
- wi ti;out an empirical, scientific; metLodolo£_1csl frf,mework, 
the theoretical issues, concernlnl~ firesetting as a clinical 
entity, the firesetter as lee;ally sane, ;sycils.trio cla.esi-
.fication of firesettars, and assumptions of the underlying 
9sychodynarnic ·functioning of firesotters, are still unre-
solved. Generalize. t. 1.on.s from the various e'Ludies give rise 
to questions uecause of the populations and number of sub-
jects which were usec~ Selected samples, depending solely 
upon the availability of case reo;:irds, for exH1u.ile from a 
guidance cl~nic in New York, or a single case, either seen in 
therapy or observed t1ecause of the sense. tionalism which the 
f1resettlng act produced, cannot validly and reliably be a-
ssumed to be characteristic of differing populations. As a 
consequence, many theoretical hypoti',eaes have been generat-
ed from rather barren evidence. 
III. RESEARCH PROCEDURE 
III. RESEARCH PROCiiliURE 
Source or Data 
-----------
The source of the data was case referrals to both Men-
tal Hygiene Services and Child 'Nelfare Services, Department 
of Social Welf'are, State of Rhode Island. T'nese particular 
elinic populations afforded. greater heterogeneity than other 
cent-::;rs; such s.s coinmunity or regional treatment centers, in 
regards to types of referrals and to geographical selective-
ness. At the samo tlme, the professional st~ff which per-
formed services at Child VVelfare Services .:.nd N\-.:;ntal ::·:";rgiens 
Services were .:.1ore homogeneous than at other agencies. 
Because of the bureaucratic functionlng and centrali-
zatl.on of the mental health facilities ln the Department of 
Soclal 1Velfare, the professional personnel, psychologists, 
paycLlo.trists; and so.:!1al workers, have remained stable over 
a period of yel,rs; thereby providing an opportunity for 
greater correlation, coordination, s.nd understanding of each 
other's functioning in a clinical aetting. This multi-
discipline approach to each diagnostic evaluation, which is 
provided at these centers, increased the rel1abll1ty and 
validity of the present findinba in terms of defining o.nd 
reporting the lncidence of the specific characteristics in 
evidence. 
'Ii.he research considered, where possible, social ser-
vice reports, psychiatric interviews, psycl1ologica.l eval-
c 
uatlons, court reports, &nd med1t:i.l consultations. rI'l1.e cri-
A 
teria for inclusion of a specific case as data in the study 
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was a cuse :1istory with at least: (1) a. social service report, 
(2) a psychiatric diagnostic interview, (3) a ps-ycholo[ieal 
evahia tlon. 
Method of Collecting~ 
The experimental 2:r0up, flresetters, was composed of 
referrals to an agency specifically for lmown firesettlng. 
A control group, nonflreaetters, was used t;o e·valuate the 
significance of difference between f'iresetters and nonfira-
settars ln regards to the presence of the behav.l.ora.1 ;;harac-
teris tics, in question, at the various chronological, devel-
opmental age levels. Both aam_;,;les, experimental and control, 
a total N of um, wers divided into three age groupings, five 
tllro·-1gh seven, elc,11.t through eleven, twelvo throu.gh sixteen, 
N of twenty-two, fifty, and fifty-six respectively• eor1"es-
ponding to pre-school, pre-pubertal, and pubertal de~1elop-
men tal st~ges. A ;,rellmina.ry investlgatlon by Smith,l in 
1967 • found that the di.ffer•ences in the dHta which were ob-
tained from case 1clstories in Mental Hygiene .Services and 
Child '~i'elfare Services populations for both control and ex-
perimental groups were not isi.:..:,nlfica.nt (p 7 .05); therefore 
the research material for control and ex.perimental groups 
from both Child Ivel.fare and Mental Hygiene Services popula-
tions were justifiably combined. 
Equated grouping wes utilized to eontrol for sex, 
1 
Smith, loc. ill• 
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I. Q.., socio-economic status, rural-urban residence, and 
race. The at·,_,.dy 1,10.s limited to ~aucasian ~nales fror!l lower-
mld.dle to lower class urban environments. 'The sex and race 
s ta. tis tl~a were com.piled and directly re_:)orted in so .. ~ie.1 
service reports. Urban recidence was determined by the ?lan-
nlng Division 8f the R..~oda Island Development Counc112 whllo 
socio-economic ;1tatus was ~:)flplle fr:.)m the u. s. Bur0au o:f 
the Cens·J.s.3 Lowar-mld.dlc th.r0ugh lower •~lass determinants 
were based U.f)Oll familial lnc ._)ma. Broom and ~ieL:nlck st&. ted: 
Tne 'best' objective :.:riteria a.re th0se whlch most 
accurately .:pred.iut the greatest number of important 
correl~tes. Income &nd ocau.pat1on in an industrial so-
ciety are very good criteria because they determine so 
many other ch~racteristios.4 
Based upon the Cen:.:;us, fa.miliea whose aa.rn-'i.nga wer·e under 
4i,,4, 000 ware cons.idered lowsJr-ri1iddle to lower class. 
Concernlne urban residence, Goldstein and Mayer in-
dicated: 
Under the l9CO census daf,j.nltion, 86.4 {,ercent of the 
state's popul&tlon live in urban pleces ••• Although by cen-
sus defin.ition many areas of .Rbvde Island rerna:i.n rural, 
the fact the.t the rural population is almost entirely non-
',.) 
~s1dney Goldstein and Kurt B. Mayer, "The People of 
Rhode Island, 1960," Planning Division, Rhode Island Devel-
opment Council, State Plannln£!i Sect:lon, publlcatlon no. 8, 
October, 1963, ~• 2. 
3United Stntae Eur-eau of the Census, Q.. §.. Cenaus .2£ 
Population: 12§Q, General So<:ial ~ Eoonomic Characteristics, 
United Stai.es Summary. Final Re1:1ort po (1)-lc. (Washington: 
Government ?rlntlng Office, 1962}, PP• XX.XVIII-XX.XIX. 
4Leonard Broom and Philip Selznick, Soclolop.y {third 
edition; Ne.-.-York: H~rper & Row, 1963), P• 1~7. 
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farm indicates that fu'1.ode Island is in effect a clt.y state 
in which both the l!:':.rge centre.l c1 t1e5 and the amaller 
satellite cl ties mt'ffLe lnto their surround.:t.ng suburbs., and 
the suburbs themselves become increasingly indistinguish-
able from the vllltiGeS and. the mor " rur~ , l hinterland.~ 
Considering these conclusions in 1963 and tl':i.e increased pop• 
ulatlon since these figures were derived, all case referrals 
to various &fencies were considered urban resld0uts. 
I. ~;. 's for the exp<::;:r. l:men tc.l gr0up were tabula tad 
and a me,Hn and ,nean devia ti:)n, ae seen in Table I, were de-
rived for ea.ch age level, five thr.:,ugh seven, eight through 
eleven, twelve tk.,rough slxteen. C::>ntrol cases wero equated 
within the mean deviation ran:.::_e, above and below the mean 
I. ~. score, for each age group. liert, Nsidt, and Ahmann 
ata ted: 
The mean de~1iat:ton or average deviation of a dis-
tribution ls the mean amo,nt of the absolute deviation 
of all the individual values .ln a distribution from 
the mean ••• the directl~n of the deviation above or be-
low the .mean has boen disregarded.. If the purpose .for 
computing this measure is only for d5scribing the dis-
trlbut+.on, this disreg~rdin& of sl<91s is of nonaig11ifi-
cance.6 
Each specific behavioral ehar&cteristic, in ques-
tion, was recorded if it was either: {l) stated as a veri-
fied incident, (2) diagnosed by psycholozical projective 
instruments, (3) named in reports of psychiatric inter-
views. lcurthermore, a specific cho.rncteris tic had to be: 
5 Goldstein and Mayer,~ ill• 
6James E. Wert, Charles o. Neidt, and J. Stanley 
Ah..-r.ann, Stetistical Met110da in Educational and Psycho-
logic&l ttesearch (New York, 1954), PP• 53•54. 
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TABLE I 
AGE-I. ~. MEAN AND MEAU DEVIATI')NS 
Age Level 5-7 8-11 12-16 
No. 11 25 28 
X 6.55 9.09 14.46 
X Age 
Deviation 1.30 1.16 1.02 
x I. ,,. 77.89 96. 3'7 85.88 
(66-88) (85-107) (77-93) 
-X I. 
"'-• 
Deviation 11.00 11.19 8.36 
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(l} mentioned by name, thereby excluding inferences to certain 
behavior, (2) stated wl t '.,out contrs -dictlon from inter- or 
lntr~- dlsci~11nary flnd1n 6s. 
Stetistical Procedure 
A diacrim.inant analysis modal was used for the dif-
ferent oge leveln to nsn s rtain appropriate weizhts for the 
churac'.;eriatie:s ~rield l ng ,i:a.xl ::-::mm se:para tlon of firesetters 
and nonfiresctters. Wert, NeLl t, and AhJrrann concluded: 
In some instances, the problem is one of ( 1) classi-
ficatlon alone, (2) selec~ion alone, (3) classification 
followed by selection, or ( 4) selection wl1en character-
is tics of classified t .r0upa need to be evaluated or con-
trolled. Discrlmlnant analysls ls a powerful tool in 
analyzing any of the fore.L,oing four t_ypes of problems. 7 
Differences between the predicted means relative to stan-
dard deviation of the experimenta1 and control gr~ups were 
testod £or significance and the relative effeGtivenees of 
each characteristic or chnracterietlcs which ma.de the great-
est contribution to the separation of control and experimen-
tal 1)01:mlations was determined. An equation .for the pro-
baDili ty of being included ln either a flresetter or nonfire-
sctter group for each chronological, developmental level and 
for the total, disregarding developmental levels, was es-
tabllsLed. 
Tl":te st.1:1tistical operation, Crout method,8 was used to 
7 Ibid., :J. 364. 
8 Presented by Dr. Peter F. Merenda in his lectures 
for ?sycholozy Course 310 at the University of Rhod 0 Island 
in the Fall semester of 1966. 
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derive the discriminant function. A Frieden Calculator was 
used for all statlstlcal illanlpulations which the study re-
qlJ.lred. 
IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
IV. ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Discriminant ~'unction$ and Difference l:!l, ~ Means {D) 
The f1ret procedure was to obtain the discriminant 
function from the ei Lht variables, impulsiveness, hyper-
activity, enur,;sls, :.ostility, t h e.ft, destructiveness, hyper-
kinesis, and abnormal sexual practices, for each chronolog-
ical develo1>menta.l level, five through seven, eight through 
eleven, twelve through sixteen, and the combined total of 
cases, irrespective of age, which were used in t11e study. 
1hese functions, along wlth the difference in the means (D) 
of the two groups, firesetters l.nd nonfiresetters, a.re pre-
sented in Table II. 
An.alyslp £!. Maximum Separation 
The analysis of maximum separation is shown in Table 
III, page 48, for each of the four grmps; the slgniflcance 
of the above res ·,)lia are reported i n Table IV, page 49. 
Table IV reveals that flresetters were not signifi-
cantly (p?.05) distinguished from nonfiresetters when chrono-
logical, developmental, seq_uentls.l analyses were employed. 
~iithout age level restrictions, however, firesetters, gener-
ally, in toto, were discriminated (p<.05) from nonfire-
setters in this specific, clinic population. 
The characteristics whlch made the greatest individ-
ual contribution to the maximum separation of firesetters 
and nonfiresetters a.re indicated in Table V, pages 50 and 51. 
Despite the fact that the chronological., developmental, ex ... 
perimental and control groups, .flve through seven, eicht 
Group 
'!'ABLE II 
DISCRIMINJ1:wr F'UNCTIONS wrrH MEAN DIFF't!RENCES (D) 
BE;r,l'W:E:li:N F'IR�SE rl''l'EH AND NONF1IHEf:l<J'l1TER GROUPS -
1) ------------·-------------- ---------- ------
5-7
8-11
12-16
IJ1otal 
{.i. 5-7, 8-11, 12•16} 
v = .26618x1 + .o62B7x2 ➔ .Ol465x3
+ .Ol727X4 + .12383x5 -t .02559x5
.+ .05BL�x7 -t .00252x8
v � .02556x1 � .OO154x2 t .OO144x3
t- .O,JO76x4 + .OOO86x5 + .OOO92x6
+ • OJO6rix7 + • 0000lx8
v ":i= .O:S47vx1 + .00297x2 - .00102x3
-r • OOlOOx4 -t- . • 0005lx5 t- • 00038x0
- .OOl 79x7 + .00445x8
v -:: .02510x1
+ , 0O134X4
-t .OOO.:i4x7
r .00456xn 
t .00222:x.5 
+ .00085x8
+ .00038x3
..,. .O02os.x6
.28770 
.00416 
.00897 
.008:)3 
,a 
TABLE III 
ANALYSIS OF MAXIMUK SEPARATION 
~ 
Group Souree ot Degre•• ot Sum of Square• 
Variation Freedom 
6-'7 Po.notion m 8 k1ka o2 
If 
Within ...... 1 13 D 
Total tt-l 21 k1ks Da-+ H D 
a-11 Function m 8 
-lk2 2 ii . D 
Within N-m•l 41 D 
Total N-1 49 k1ka D8 
-y- ..,.. D 
12-16 Function m 8 k11£e 2 
,--o 
Within N•m-1 47 D 
Total N-1 5J k1ka 2 
,r-- D t D 
Total Function m 8 k-k~ o2 
Within N-m-1 119 D 
Total N•l 127 k1ka 2 
Jf D + D 
Gr;rnp 
5-7 
8-11 
12-16 
Total 
49 
i'ABLE; IV 
SIGNIFICANCE OF DlFFE.R.}~NCt~ BETWBEN F'IRE~:BT'rEm~ 
AND tDNFIRESbT'l 1ERS 
Fm, N-:m-1 Significance 
p,.05(2.77) 
F8 41 -= .26676 , p 7 .05(2.18) 
F8 47 ::: .73841 , p 7.05(2.14) 
F8 119 - 4.25211 , p <- .05(2.67) 
TABLE V 
PERCENT C()NTRIBiJTI,JN OF EACH INlJIVIDtJAL m~.ARAC'I'itRISTIC 
TO TEE MAXIMUM E:EPARATION OF FIHE2-E1'TERS 
AND NONFIRESETTERS 
Group Che.ra.cteristic d /\d Percent 
Contributed 
5-7 Impulsiveness .64 .26618 .17036 59 
Hyperac:.:.1· 1ty .45 .06287 .02829 10 
Enuresis .28 .01465 .00410 l 
Hostility .27 .01727 .00466 2 
'theft .54 .12283 .06633 23 
Destructiveness .37 .02359 .00873 3 
Hyperkinesis .09 .05813 .00523 2 
Abnormal Sex 
.28770 
8-11 Impulsiveness .12 .02556 .00307 74 
Hyperactivity .16 .00154 .00025 6 
Enuresis .12 .00144 .00017 4 
Hostility .oa .00076 .00006 l 
Theft .20 .00086 .00017 4 
Destructiveness .28 .00092 .00026 6 
Hyper kines ls .28 .00067 .ooou~ 5 
Abnormal 3ex 
---
.00416 
50 
51 
TABLk V (contlnued) 
Gr0up Characteristic d /\d Pereent 
Contributed 
12-16 Impulsiveness .21 .03479 .00731 ?9 
Hypere.otivity .12 .00297 .00036 3 
E.'nureais -.04 -.00102 .00004 0 (-) 
:'.os :..lli t-y .30 .00100 .00030 2 
Theft .32 .00051 .00016 l 
Destructiveness .2~ .00038 .00011 l 
Ily_perkinesis -.04 -.00172 .00007 8 (-) 
Abnormal Sex .14 .00445 .00062 6 
.00897 
Total Impulsiveness .25 .02510 .0062.3 68 
Hyperactivity .21 .00456 .00096 10 
Enur: ;;eis .09 .00038 .00003 0 
Hostility .20 .00134 .00027 3 
'l'Left .31 .00222 .00069 7 
Destructiveness .30 .00208 .QjQ62 6 
Hyperkinesls .10 .00034 .00003 0 
Abn0rmal ~~ex .06 .00085 .00005 6 
.00893 
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through eleven, ond twelve through sixteen, were not signlfi-
cantly diffei•ent, the charactcrlstlcs ln these groups which 
provided ma.xi.mum separation o:f flre,setters and nonfiresetters 
were for the ;,,os t .is.rt, the same as tLose in the sign lf leant, 
total group. Im:..:iulsiveness, in tr,e total group, contributed 
68 lJercent of the attributed difference between experimental 
and control Jopulations while in the five through seven, 
ei311t through eleven, twelve t~,rough sixteen groups, impul-
siveness accounted respectively for 59, 74, and 79 percent 
of the difference. 
In the tote.l group, hyperactivity appeered to in:flu-
ence (10 percent), s0mewhat, the variance between the experi-
mental and control sunples but theft (7 percent), destructive-
ness (6 percent), abnormal sexual practices (6 percent), and 
hostility (3 percent) did not individually or in combination 
( 32 percent} heavily con tribute to the d.1fferen tiatlon. Enu-
resis and hyperklnesis did not contribute at all to the vari-
ance in this and very little (4 percent) in the developmental 
groups. f::Lr:.llarly, hoatlllts, destructiT1eness, and abnormal 
sexual practices contrltuted, at best, 6 ~ercent in respec-
tive gr0n:s. T.heft, also, contributed lightly except in the 
five tLrough seven year group where it contributed 23 percent 
of the difference. Hy_,:eractlvit-;:;, in concert with the above 
statement, consistently accounted for 6-12 percent of the 
var.lance in all except the twelve thruuch sixteen age 2,roup. 
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The five tJ:i.rou 6h seven age gr.>up is of interest be-
cause it was the only ehronolozioal, developmental group 
which even approximatad slgnlf'icance (p L .05). A full dis-
cussion _,f the re3ults, as they pertain to the hypotheses 
wh lch were steted on i)a.ges 4 and 5, will be presented in 
Chapter V. 
V. DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
V. LISCUS~ION ANU ILlPLICATIONS 
The results of ti,e present sti..ldy su 6 f_;ested that fire-
setters can significantly be distinguished from nonf..:.resetters 
but tr;e applicability ::;f these findlngs for clinlcal _practice 
is open to question. Since tb.e atte:i1pt to discriminate f'ix•e-
setters ,,nd n~n.firesetters n reg&rds to cbr,;inological, devel-
opmental, age sequence was unsuccessful, a }"'reudian, psycho-
aexual, developmentGl interpretation of t!iese findings could 
not be satisfactorily for,nuh: ted. Firesetters, ln toto, dis-
regarding age levels, were capable of being che.rBcterized by 
the sin{;le ~ymptom of l ,~1pulslveness; t i.ls alone seemed to be 
s~~d'flcient to distinguish f'iresetters from nonf iresetters a.ml 
consequently brought forth reservations about the justifica-
tion of using ~ne variable for discriminatory ::mrposes. 
The inherent danger of relylng upon one character-
istic for "clinical discrimination" is t,hreefold. Individ-
ual bias am-Jng clinicians ln terms of interpreting pro j ective 
materials, both in reEarda to rating and scaling imJulsive-
ness, rcduees 'Lhe reliability and validity Jf discriminatory 
p0\v0r. T; .is would especi1Jlly occur in faclli ties where a 
"team. ap_;,.>roach" ls not utilized or where lt is not applied 
efficiently. 
While impulsiveness was found to significantly dis-
crlr.nina te firesec ters from nonfiresetters 1n the total pop-
ula. tion, for exEh.ple a. school, the base rate 1::ms t be con-
sidered before the incidence of impulslveness can be de-
duced to be greater than chance. Also, populations, both 
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.fire and non.fire, vary ln regards to -che opportunity to ob• 
serve instances of impulsiveness, pertaining to who defines 
an act as 1mpulslve. 
While impulsiveness implied firesettlng in a c;eneral 
manner, it cannot d.:;.rectly l>e utilized to cht:racterize a 
s~eciiic age ~roup because the discrlruina.nt function was in-
significant for the developmente.l groups. 'lhe present find-
ings, therefore, cannot be used for prediction within the 
age groups, five tLrough seven, eight through eleven, twelve 
through sixteen, without hesitation; as a result, the find-
ings of the total group probably sh·.;uld be reserved 1 or 
theoretic&! considerations. 
In regards to Freudian, osycho8exual, develo9r.1ente.l 
levels, the present empirical research dld not support either 
oral or .)hallic-urethral interpretations of firesettinc. 
Characteristics, such as enuresis and abnormal sexual prac-
tices., w_i1.ch have., _n the iJast, been attributed to both psy-
c_.osexual levels by various reseerchers, 1 were not found to 
be a _.-mptoma tic of either level of psychosexual development. 
The analysis of Lhe iive ti,rough seven developmental group 
did suggest, however, that, under Qlfferent circumstances, 
for example samples, I. Q., sex, etcetera., .firesetters might 
sign11·1can tly differ from nonf'lreset ters, thereby lending 
some credence to liD oral interpretation. When the other 
1yarnell; sm_;_tl.-; Kaufman, Helms, and Reiser, 
12£• cit. 
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levels were lnspected, tbo iJt:;n, there was .. mly a slicht di:f-
ference e.mon;; the gr-.. mps; this not only implied that t:,ere 
we.s no difference ·m a _:)ha.lllc-uret.nra.l level but also that 
the u.ifference between fire.setters and nonflresetters d:ld 
not increase wL th a.Le as 1 t s :·;ould if , he f lresetter was 
t'ixa ted on an or&l level of d<::;velopment. This further suc-
gested either that flxnti :1n was age specific vnd nonlast-
ing or that the occurence was incidental to tLls ;>articular 
popul&.tlon. The possible ":iypertr;..>phy of differentiation" 
in the five tr,r0ugh seven age cr -1up co ·:J.ld be due to the 
small N, twenty ... two, which we.a available for use in the 
study. f.ts e. consequence, the reader is cautioned to in-
terpret 1-he results o:f this research with reservation; be-
cause of the small N, only suggestive trends were in evi-
dence and the interpretation should be qualified bl the pop-
ula.tl ,:)n wbl ch was used in the study, na:;uely a public re-
ferral agency. 
As there were ei[_:ht variables wh i.ch were used for the 
discri~inant function, many of which did not contribute 0reat-
ly to the dlstinction between flresettera and nonfiresetters, 
studies in the future, utillzine a discriminant analysis ;no-
dal, would further the present flndlng:.s by eliminating charac-
teristics whtch do not contribute to the analysis. 'i-.ert, 
Neidt, and Ahmann2 stated, "Normally it ls difficult to 
2wert, Neldt, and hll.Dlann, .2£• ill• P• 369. 
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justify a test score in a. battery w.r:..lch does not significant-
ly enb.a.nce fore ca.a tlng effec t.1 veness." In this manner, char-
ac teris tios, such as impulsiveness, theft, and hyper-activity 
in the f"ive through seven group, _ impulsiveness, hyperaetiv-
1 ty, and destructiveness in the eight through eleven group, 
and impulsiveness and abnormal sexual practices in the twelve 
through sixteen group would, without the inclusion of the 
other variables, perhaps maximize the power of separation of 
.firesetters and nonflresetters by a diacrlmlna.nt function. 
The flnd1..ngs then might lend support to Freudi&n or other 
t.:.ieoretical }:1ypot...'1eses, for exa.:.nple a so ::isl tu.old or learn-
lng interpretation. 
The charact0.:ristics, enurBsls, byperact.lvitJ, and ab-
normal sexual pra ,! tlces, were included ln the present analy-
sis, dee~ite ti.air relative nonexistence or negative results, 
favoring the incidence in nonflresetters, on the various de-
vehipmenta.l levels, because they have been frequently ob-
served and quoted in theoretical hypotheses concerning the 
psychodynamic ~tructure of' the f lr(,setter. In the present 
_popula. tion, ;_owever, the chs.rac~ teristics had to te qualified 
by t r1e s.ge of Lhe i'iresetter slnce not all of the behavior-
al indL:~a tors would a_ppehr wl th ti1e same frequency a. t all 
age levels. For exs.mple, sexual m.a.ladjus tment would hardly 
be likely to be a precipitating, dynamic mechanism under-
lying firesettinu of a flve year old. 
The ne .s;atlve results of the present study irnplied 
the need for further evidence in order to establish a se.t-
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isfactory empirical bas.ts upon wLich to expound a theoretical 
postulate; oths:.r·,1:ise, there will be a. c.ontinua.tion of errone-
ous hypothesizing C()ncernlng the paycholo[:lcal "make-up" of 
the firesetter. Lewis and Yarnell a.greed: 
As far as we ce.n deter:nine, be:rond the recoc;nlzed 
fa.ct that any chronic violator is one who rema.lns im-
mature w.ith fixed reaction patterns, there is no sin[:;le 
fac'.tor which predisposes to chronic repetition of the ••• 
[f'iresettlng]. Where we were e.ble to obtain information., 
we found no uniform reaction pattern.3 
Baker,4 in 1891, a.lso could not find symptoms which could 
characterize firesetters &part from 0. general inclusion in 
the realm of "mental disease." 
rfhe ca tegorictr.l -iuea tlon, "what is a f lrese tter?" 
psycholoL:ically remains unanswered and &ppenrs to be a 
meaningless question. In a clinic setting the predictive 
validity and r~liability of detecllng a fires6tter from the 
behaviore.l e.hf<racteris tics, wi, ich have been a ttrib1:i ted to 
f1res~tters over the past two centuries, a_ppeur to be low, 
as ls the ps.;c.::,odynamic, interpretive meE-ninc of the a'.;t of 
firose ttlng. The present f ind.i.ncs .sr~owed th& t there is rtJ.uel'l 
overlap ln possessiun of chbracteristics ln both firesetter 
and nonfiresetter groups; consequently, if' determinat1on of 
i'lresei:;ters is msde .,n 'l,he basls of i:hese behi:..vioral s_ymp-
to~s, there will be many cases of false Jositlves and false 
3Lev,is Lnd Yarnell, .2.ll• £ll•, p. 433. 
4Baker in Ibid. 
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negat1vea. 
Payohodynamio interpretation seems to remain on an 
141ographio level, depending upon · the individual in question, 
The singli caae atudiee ot Goldwpl,5 Karpman,6 Siegel,7 and 
'farner8 appeared to be as valid an interpretation ot the p,y-
cb.odynamic.a ot tireaetting aa the present methoda of investi-
gating the "clinical problem ot f1resett1ngn allow. 
Limitations~ Investigating the Problem!:!!_ Firesett1ng 
The major problems aaaocia ted. wit h 1nveat1gat1ona , in 
applied areas are: (1) size and eompoa1t1on o! the ava.llable 
population from which to draw representative aamplea, (2) 
aceumulat1on of veri.fiable data, (3) determination, rating, 
and aoal.1ng or the behavior, 1n this inatance .fireaetting, 
under 1nveat1gat1on. 
F1reaett1ng haa to be either w1tneaaed or confessed 
to be a confirmed. fact, thereb7 poa1na a problem or gather• 
ing enough eases for a representative aamp1e of firesettera. 
If a contoaaion 1a offered as evidence ot fireaetting, there 
is alwaya the poas1b111ty of exaggerat1on, falaification, 
etcetera ot information whioh is di.f.tic.ult, 1t not 1mpose1ble 
to control. 
•0o14wyn, loe. oit. 
- -
61uparm, loc. cit. 
-
7s1egel , ~-cit. 
-
Swarner, loc. oit. 
- -
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Whether an individual has oo:mmitted one , two, etcetera 
acts of firesettlng could poasibly facilitate paycnological 
underatl\lt41ng and interpretation ot the fireaetter , depending 
upon the prevalence rate . Thi s variable is alao extremely 
difficult to determine or control alnoe a tiresetter migh t 
be apprehended for starting one tire yet ignit e other tires 
withou t being detected . As nonf1reaetters were not a1gn1f1• 
csntly different trom f1reaettere 1n the el1n1o populatio n s 
which were utilized 1n the Jresent study , 1t 1a poaaible that 
"nont'ire s etters " could have started firea bUt were not detect-
ed. Along the same line , the severity of the tire , as 1n-
dlcative of epeoitic , paychological oharacterolog1cal struc• 
ture , 1a another unexplained , difficult to determine , as -
pect ot the "pa ohologr of the f1reaettor . " 
Conclusions 
The results ot the present study partially aupported 
the hypothesi s that flresetters can be differentiated from 
nonfireaetters by the behavior&l ch~racteriatiea ot impul• 
a iveneaa , hyperactivit y , enurea1a , hoat111t7 , thett , destruc-
tiv ene s s, hyperk1nes1a, and abnormal sexual practices . Ot 
the !JUI" populations , age groups five through aeven, ei gh t 
through eleven, twelve through aixteen , and total (a com-
bination or the other populations} , only the total yielded 
s1gn1.1'1csnt differentiation or firea•tt~ra and nonfireaetters . 
Aa a reault of not being able to aign1.t1cantly d1e-
cr1m1nat e tiresettere and nonfireaetters in chronological , 
developmental sequence , the fireeetter did not seem to be 
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.fixated a. t the early oral psycnosexual a tage of developr:1en t; 
hy;,otheses 2 and 3, as stated :-n ,_;age 5, were k:0refore re-
jected. Since the ability to distinguish firesetters from 
nonfiresetters decreased with chz>on'.)J ()1~ical development, both 
fireset~ers and nonfiresetters appeared to essentially pro-
gress in accord w.i.th Freud's psychosexuo.l developmental se-
quence; thls finding seemed to reduce the credibilit:1 of 
ch~racterizing the firesetter as fixated on a phallic-
urethral psychosexual level as well. The emotional maturity, 
ego development, of 1.he c;li_nic population, as indicated by 
behavioral churacter1scics 1rhich were used in this particu-
lar study, was oasic&.lly the same for both firesetters and 
nonfiresetters in the various age gr~)ups. 
The ch&ractt>r'istic, i;;;:,pulsiveneas, in the total, sig-
nlflcLnt sr ,up, al':.>ne seemed to be able to discrimina.te fire-
.setters frs.)m nonf'iresetters but the mean:tnsful ar1pl1catlon 
of t.: ls finci.ln; for clinical practice is questionable. Rely-
ing upon ·:mly one cha.rFoteristlc for discrimirn,; tion is un-
reliable ~nd lnv; lid because of: (l) individual bias rur:0.)ng 
clinicians in terms of interpretation of projective materials, 
especially :Ln comt,.Lna tion with absence of _psychodia.gnost.ic 
"teem approf,ch" ln Vc.:.rlous hgencies, (2) a failure to es-
tablish base rates of impulsiveness .t.n the populHtion which 
is under investigation, (3) a f~llure to obtain slgniflcs.nt 
results ln various age gr ups; tile a~:i1)lication of a total 
group findin 6, therefore, appears to be relegated to theo-
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retical lnvestigatlon. 
Although the present research did not f'ind the ca.te-
goricul question, "what is a firesetter?" to be psychologi-
callJ meaningful for clinical application or for present 
attempts t.o formulate ps.; chodyne.mic interprets tions of the 
act of firesetting., studies, in the f'uture, could further 
the present results by eliminating noncontributing varlables 
from the discriminant function; in this manner, future re-
sults m.l.ch t improve the dis er imina tor-y power of' separn t!..113 
flresetters rind nonf'iresetters by behavioral characteristics 
and subsequently might help construct viable theoretical 
hypotheses w'£1lch are based upJn empirical finding..::. Also., 
future research could reduce a majority of fa.lse negatives 
and posl tives., which hinder effective predictLm Hnd iden-
tification of firesetters, if lart;er samples Rnd stricter 
experimental controls and procedures are utilized. Because 
of the "ap ,.;lied" type of problem in evidence., methods of 
investigation a.re limited by: (l} size and compos.i..tion of 
the avails.Ole populatlon fr0m wLlch to dr~w samples, (2) 
accumulations of verifiable data, {3) determination, rating, 
and scaling of the act of flresetting under investigation. 
At present, :ps:,rchodynamic interpretation appears to be 
limited to an idiographic level. 
Summary 
One hundred and twenty elcht case referrals to 
public agencies, lA.enta.l Hygiene Services and C.bild 'iielfa.re 
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Services, were used to differentiate firesetters from non-
t'lresetters by the psycr1olo,cical cl1aracteriatics of impul-
s:t veness, hypera.ct1vity, enuresis, l~ot;tility, theft, des-
tructiveness, h~0perklnesis, and abnormal sexual practices 
at different chronolc~~lcal, developmente.l sts.ces of growth, 
five through seven, eisht through eleven, and twelve through 
sixteen yet.rs. These groups were t-hen comb·~ned for a total 
evaluation of all cases. The firesetters were referred 
specifically for firesetting and ti1e nonfiresetters were 
e4uated _-;;n the basis of sex, I. Q.., socio-economic status, 
rural-urban residence, and race. A preliminary study de• 
termi.ned that Child Welfare and Mental Hygiene Services 
groups could justifiably be co:i1bined. A discriminant 
anal:;s1s with subsequent analysis 01' maximum separation 
and percents.ca of contribution of specific charE:icter1:::tics 
yielded: (l) nonslgnifioant results 1n all but the total, 
combined gr,)up, ( 2) impulsiveness ln the total group as 
the only ci:1aracter1stic wb1ch contrl:::;uted heavil:}·, 68 per-
cent, to the fir0setter-nonf'iresetter discrim:tneti-::m, the 
other characteristics providlng little, if any, discrimina-
tory power. 
From these results, the author concluded ths.t a 
Freudian, psJciiosexual, developmental level interpretation 
of the psyehodynamlcs underl.ring the a.ct of firesettlng 
could not be supported at the present time. The firesetter 
did not seem to be f'1xated at either an oral or phallic-
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urethral psychosexual level and appeared to progress, emo-
tL.ma.lly, sl.1ullar to nonf lreaetter:o. 11'he c&te..::,orical ques-
tion, 11wha. t is a firi1setter?" was rep0rted to be psycho-
logically meaningless in rebards to clinical application of 
separating firesetters and nonflresettere i:.;nd to formulating 
viable theoretical hypotheses concerning the psycbodynamic 
interpretation of the act o:f f'iresettlng. Vt:,rlous studies 
and the literature were reviewed and an explanation of the 
seera.:i.ngly contradlctory findings was atterupted. As a re-
sult, the author concluded thnt psychodynamic postulations 
are relega.ted to s.n idiorraphic level because of methodo-
logical dlfficul ties, of wh lch some are inherent, in re-
search f;)r "applied" areas. A guideline .for future research 
in u~~B field was proposed. 
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